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Since our inception in 2004, our team has grown to 12 full time HF specialists - cognitive psychologists, industrial and biomedical engineers and systems designers plus several graduate students - with the broad mandate of making healthcare systems more intuitive, appropriate and safe, for the people who work with them



access to over 15 000 healthcare providers 
and 
over 1 million out-patients visits
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Our facilities were built with a 6 million dollar grant from the Canadian Foundation for Innovation and the Ontario Innovation trust. You’re looking one of our 5 usability simulation labs. It might be hard to tell but Sarah is actually viewing the simulation from behind one way glass and able to focus in on the pump interface on the monitor in the lower right hand corner here.



State of the Art Facilities

Operating Room Patient Ward

HelicopterHome
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That was a typically patient ward set up for evaluating infusion pumps but we’ve simulated a number of other settings where healthcare is delivered including a military helicopter for testing a stretcher mounted portable icu to be used by military medics when flying injured soldiers back to base hospitals
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Our clients and collaborators include both private and public sector organizations, but our work started primarily in house with the user centred design and development of applications for clinicians at our hospital as well as the comparative evaluation of systems in order to inform the purchasing decisions at the hospital. The next slide i’ll show you is from a comparative evaluation we did to inform the purchase of an anesthesia information management system. we had 17 anesthesiologists participate in the evaluation of 3 different vendor products:
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so you just saw 3 common problems that we’re all very familliar with: information overload - 50 items and i have to choose urine volumelack of match with workflow - we only need 3 screens - pre op, intra op and post op - we don’t need 500 buttonsand finally lack of intelligent defaults - SPO2 (oxygen saturation) went up to 200%



System 1 System 2

HF Informed 
Procurement
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SOme of the metrics we use when deciding on what system to select are objective quantitative, some are subjective or qualitative,



Human Factors & 
The FDA
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The other thing we’ve been involved in is the Human Factors validation testing of medical devices as part of the FDA’s pre-market approval process. I won’t speak too much about this as my friends Bob North and Ron Kaye will do a much better job, but suffice it to say that the FDA has been working hard to require human factors assessments as part of the medical device design, verification and validation process. The approach is iterative, and employs various human factors techniques throughout these phases, but at the final validation phase - the focus is on risk. Specifically, those user tasks that could impact patient safety must be demonstrated to be safe. And we do this largely through summative, high fidelity usability studies with a minimum of 15 participants per user group. These studies are more rigorous than the comparative evaluations I just spoke about in terms of the quantitative data thats collected on a sub-task level vs. scenario level. so for each subtask or step in a task where an error occurs, we do an analysis of the cause of that error.



Solution Usability

To determine how well a given solution meets the needs of end users in 
terms of workflow optimization, ease of use and patient safety 
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So finally the other approach that we’ve considered when looking at EHR usability is something we call Solution Usability. The goal is to determine how well a given solution meets the needs of end users in terms of workflow optimization, ease of use and pt safety. So most EHRs are not stand alone. they are required to interface and interoperate with additional systemsMultiple interfaces with inconsistent terminology and behaviourIncrease mental workloadIncrease training and supportErrors or incomplete records



Solution Usability 
Approach• Focus: Areas of intersection or overlap 

between the front end user interfaces of 
different vendor applications in a solution

Checking for: 
Consistent behaviours

Common terminology and metaphors

Equivalent help and efficiency tools

Unnecessary redundancies
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We did this work on behalf of Canada Health Infoway in 2006 - whos mandate at the time was for 50% of Canadians to have an interoperable EHR by 2009.And what we found is thatDisparate solutions inevitably introduce inconsistencies in navigation, terminology and metaphorsFunctions that apply to local applications versus the global system should be distinctInformation shared across applications (e.g. patient demographics) should be in a consistent location in the applicationSingle sign-on and context management tools are essential in accelerating and automating frequent actionsInformation sharing and automatic data-population across applications improves efficiencyProblems can be mitigated through the appropriate use of visibility and feedback mechanisms within each of the local applications and across the global solution



Solution Usability 
Findings• Functions that apply to local applications versus 

the global system should be distinct

Information shared across applications (e.g. 
patient demographics) should be in a consistent 
location in the application

Single sign-on and context management tools are 
essential in accelerating and automating 
frequent actions

Information sharing and automatic data-
population across applications improves 
efficiency



Challenges

• Generalizability?

• Resource Requirements?

• Focus on Risk vs Usability?

• Comprehensiveness?

• Co-operation a la Interoperability 
Standards?



www.facebook.com/healthcarehf

www.twitter.com/healthcarehf

www.healthcarehumanfactors.com

anjum.chagpar@uhn.on.ca
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Early Software and 
Hardware Prototypes
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• Wiki

1.8 2.0

4.14.0

4.5
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The Palm and iPaq performed poorly on this task primarily due to slow response times. With the Palm, web pages were slow to load and users also had difficulty navigating the website.  The iPaq was slow due to issues with dropped WiFi connectivity.
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And as the last person in the video commented, its not just an issue of efficiency or user frustration. poor design in healthcare can have more serious consquences
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